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Abstract-Existing literature in Cooperative Cognitive Radio 
Networks (CCRNs) always assumed a scenario where only one 
Primary User (PU) and several Secondary Users (SUs) coexist. 
However, in practice, multi-PUs and multi-SUs always coexist 
and the number of SUs is usually greater than that of PUs. 
Under such complex yet real scenarios, we assume that each PU 
not only allows a set of SUs to access its pre-allocated channel, 
but can leverage some of these SUs to improve its transmission 
rate via cooperative technologies. We consider a joint channel 
allocation and cooperation set partition problem in CCRNs, in 
which we aim to allocate a channel and assign a cooperation 
set that consists of several SUs for each PU, such that for 

a given period of time, the average transmission rates gained 
by all the users achieve maximum proportional fairness. We 
formulate the problem as a 0-1 non-linear programming model. 
Due to its NP-hardness, we propose a suboptimal Centralized 
Genetic Algorithm (CGA) for the problem. Extensive simulations 
demonstrate that CGA not only converges rapidly, but is shown 
to perform as well as 92% of the optimal solution delivered by 
brutal search, in terms of the fitness that reflects the fairness 
degree of the transmission performance gained by all the users. 

keywords: cooperative cognitive radio networks; channel allo
cation; cooperation set partition. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, a new paradigm, termed cooperative cognitive 

radio networks (CCRNs) is advocated [1]. In such networks, 
a set of SUs cooperatively relay data for a PU to access 
its pre-allocated channel, while the PU can leverage all of 
these SUs to improve the transmission performance, result a 

'win-win' solution. Note that almost all existing studies in 
CCRNs considered a relatively naive scenario [1], [2], where 
there is only one PU and a few SUs in the entire network. 
As a matter of fact, multi-PUs and multi-SUs always coexist 
in a CCRN, the number of SUs is even greater than that 
of PUs. In this paper, we focus on this complex yet real 
scenario. We assume that on the one hand, each PU allows 
a set of SUs to access its pre-allocated channel in a time
division manner. On the other, the PU can leverage some of 
these SUs to improve its transmission rate via cooperative 
technologies. Specifically, assume a channel is pre-allocated to 
a certain PU, all the SUs that require using this channel form 
a set, namely the cooperation set of this PU. In this paper, 
we consider a problem on how to jointly allocate a channel 
and assign the cooperation set for each PU, such that for a 
given period of time, the average transmission rates gained 
by all the users achieve maximum 'proportional fairness'. The 

main contributions is a 0-1 non-linear programming model of 
this Joint Channel Allocation and Cooperation Set Partition 

problem (JCA-CSP). Subsequently, due to its NP-hardness, we 
propose a suboptimal Centralized Genetic Algorithm (eGA) 
for the problem. The simulation results demonstrate that eGA 
converges rapidly and is shown to perform as well as 92% of 
the optimal solution by brutal search under given CCRNs. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the 
system model and the problem definition in Section II. Then 
we make some analysis to the problem in Section III. What 
followed in Section IV is to describe the details of algorithm 
eGA. In Section V, we conduct the performance evaluation of 
the proposed algorithm. We conclude in Section V I. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

A. System Model 

We consider a CCRN that consists of M PU links {PTi ---+ 
PRi}t;l and N SU links {STj ---+ SRj}f'=l' with M < N. 
We use PT = {PTili E [I, M ]} and ST = {STjlJ E [1, N ]} 
to denote the set of all the primary transmitters and secondary 
transmitters, respectively. During a given period of time Tslot, 
each PTi in PT allows other secondary transmitters to access 
its channel, while each STj in ST expects to use a channel 
owned by a certain primary transmitter. The spectrum of 
interest is divided into M non-overlapping channels (each with 
identical bandwidth) that are licensed to M PU links. Unless 
otherwise specified, we use i, j, and k to index the primary 
transmitters, the secondary transmitters, and the available 
channels, respectively. In the following, all definitions and 
denotations hold for all i, k E [1, M ]  and j E [1, N ]. 

For each PTi in PT, denote by Ci the index of its pre
allocated channel. We can define a Network Channel Alloca
tion Matrix, denoted by 8 = ((}ik)MXM, where if Ci = k, 
then (}ik = 1, otherwise (}ik = O. Since we assume M < N, 
multi secondary transmitters (nodes) within the maximum 
transmission radius of PTi may apply to use PTi'S pre
allocated channel together, these nodes constitute a Potential 
Cooperation Set of PTi, denoted by PC Si. In other words, the 
nodes in PC Si can potentially act as the cooperative relays for 
PTi. Then PTi chooses a subset of nodes from PCSi, such 
that the transmission performance of PTi can be enhanced 
at most via cooperating with these chosen nodes. The chosen 
nodes then forms the Real Cooperation Set of PTi, denoted by 
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RCSi. Clearly RCSi � PC Si. Note that RCSi can be an 0, 
which means all the nodes in the PC Si, due to their inferior 
channel conditions or improper locations, in reality are not 
helpful to increase the transmission rate of PTi. Therefore we 
can define a Network Potential Cooperation Matrix, denoted 
by A = (aij)MXN, where aij = 1, if STj E PCSi, otherwise 
aij = 0. Similarly, we introduce a Network Real Cooperation 

Matrix, denoted by A = (aij) M x N, where if aij = 1, if 
STj E RC Si, otherwise aij = 0. 

To facilitate further discussions, we define some notations as 
follows. gt, g�, gjj' and gji denote the channel gains of links 
PTi ---+ STj, PTi ---+ PRi, STj ---+ SRj, and STj ---+ PRi, 
using channel k, respectively. No denotes the noise power 
spectrum density, which is assumed to be a constant. Pf 
and PJ denote the transmission power of PTi and STj, 
respectively, which remain unchanged during the given period 
of time Tslot. Without loss of generality, in the following we 
assume Tslot = 1. 

Given PTi's pre-allocated channel, e.g., C i  = k, PC Si and 
RC Si, the Cooperation Process among PTi and the nodes in 
PCSi is as follows. The unit time-slot is first divided into two 
sub-slots 'Pi and 1 -'Pi, where 'Pi E (0,1). 

(1) Sub-slot 'Pi· Clearly, either RCSi # 0 or RCSi = 0. 
1) If RCSi # 0, 'Pi is further divided into two sub-slots 

'POi and 'Pi(1 -'Yi), where 'Yi E (0,1). 
i) 'POi: PTi broadcasts the data to all the nodes in RCSi. To 

ensure that all the nodes in RC Si decode the data successfully, 
the transmission rate Rfl in 'POi is dominated by the link with 
the lowest channel gain among that of all links between PTi 
and each of the nodes in RCSi, which is expressed as follows. 

. - kpp P 1 ( argmmaijgij i ) Ri l = og2 1 + Na (1) 

ii) 'Pi (1 -'Yi): all the nodes in RC Si cooperatively relay 
data for PTi to P Ri. Assume P Ri exploits maximum ratio 
combining before decoding the signals [3], the accumulated 
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at P Ri therefore equals to the 
sum of SNRs from all the transmitters. Thus, the transmission 
rate Rf2 in 'Pi(l -'Yi) is expressed as follows. 

pP k �psgk 
RP 

= 1 (1 + i gii + '" N 'J j ji ) ,2 og2 Na L J=l Na . (2) 

Following Eqs. (1) and (2), the average transmission rate of 
PTi when RC Si # 0 is given by 

R;(RCSi)Rcsd0 = min{'Pi/iR;1,'Pi(I-'i)R;2}. (3) 

2) If RCSi = 0, PTi transmits directly to PRi. Thus, the 
average transmission rate of PTi when RC Si = 0 is given by 

pPgk 
R;(RCSi)RCSi=0 = 'Pi log2(1 + Na

ii ). (4) 

Apparently, if PTi can figure out a RC Si such that 
max Rf( RCSi) RCS40 > Rf( RC Si)RCSi=0, it would rather 
transmit cooperatively with the nodes in RC Si than transmit 
directly by itself. Therefore, the average transmission rate of 
PTi in this unit time-slot is expressed as follows. 

R; = max{maxR;(RCSihcsd0, R;(RCSi)RCS;=0} (5) 

(2) Subslot 1-'Pi. Each node in PC Si occupies a fraction 
of slot 1 - 'Pi to use channel k. Specifically, for each STj 
in PCSi, its share of time is tj = (1 - 'Pi)Wj/L�lailwl' 
where Wj is its weight. In practice, this weight can be its 
bidding price to compete for this channel. Thus, the average 
transmission rate of STj in this unit time-slot is given by 

8 Wj PJgjj Rj = (1 -'Pi) 
L N log2(1 + �). (6) 

l=1 ailWl iVa 
To this end, we have defined the cooperation process among 

PTi and the nodes in PCSi. Fig. 1 gives an example, in 
which we assume that PCSi = {ST1, ST2, ST3}. In case 1, 
as shown in Fig. lea), RCSi = {STl, ST2} # 0, STl, ST2 
cooperatively relay data with PTi to P Ri, while in case 2, as 
shown in Fig. l(b), RCSi = 0, then PTi transmits directly to 
P Ri by itself. 

(b) Case 2: RCSi = 0 . 
Fig. I. An example of the cooperation process among PTi and the secondary 
transmitters in PCSi. 

B. Problem Definition 

Definition 1: Joint Channel Allocation and Cooperation 

Set Partitioning problem (JCA-CSP). Given a CCRN defined 
above. The JCA-CSP is to allocate a channel, assign a potential 
cooperation set, and identify a real cooperation set for each 
PTi in PT, such that for a given unit time, the transmission 
rates gained by all the users achieve maximum proportional 
fairness. The problem is formalized as follows. 

Determine: A = (aij)MXN,A = (aij)MXN, 
e = (()ik)MxM, <J> = ('PihxM, H = bihxM 

Maximize: L�lln( Rn + L.7=lln(Rj) (7) 

Subject to : N -M + 1 ::::: L.7=l aij ::::: 1, Vi E [1, M] (8) 

L�laij = I,Vj E [1, N ]  (9) 

L �l ()ik = 1, Vk E [1, M] (10) 

Lf!l()ik=I,ViE[I,M] (11) 
aij, aij, ()ik E {O, I}, Vi, k E [1, M], Vj E [1, N] (12) 

° < 'Pi < 1,0 ::::; 'Yi < I,Vi E [I,M] (13) 
aij ::::; aij, Vi E [1, M], Vj E [1, N] (14) 
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The objective function (7) aims to maximize the propor
tional fairness among the transmission rates gained by all the 
users. The essence of this criteria is that for any other fea
sible solution A', A', e', �', H', and the corresponding Rf' 
and Rj', the aggregate proportional changes in transmission 
rates is zero or negative [4], i.e., 2:�I(Rf' - Rf)/Rf + 
2: S'=1 (Rj' -Rj)/ Rj � O. Constraint (8) guarantees that at 
least one secondary transmitter is affiliated with each primary 
transmitter, while constraint (9) ensures that each secondary 
transmitter can finally access to a certain channel that belongs 
to a certain primary transmitter. Constraints (8) and (9) further 
i�dicate that

.
ST should be �artitioned into M di�oint poten

tIal cooperatIon sets, i.e., n·-l PCS.· = 0 and U· PCS- = � =1 ' 
ST. Constraints (10) and (11) guarantee the one-to-one match-
ing between the available channels and primary transmitters. 
The values of the elements in matrixes A, A, e,�, H are 
constrained by (12) and (13). Constraint (14) requires that 
for each PTi in PT, RCSi � PCSi must be satisfied. 
Obviously, this is a 0-1 non-linear programming problem. In 
the following, we shown some properties of the problem and 
prove its NP-hardness. 

III. PROBLEM ANALYSIS 

Theorem 1: For each PTi in PT, given its pre-allocated 
channel Ci = k and its potential cooperation set PCSi, 
there exists an algorithm with time complexity O(n2) that 
can find RCSi and the corresponding 'Pi and Ii, such that 
Ji(Ci, PTi, PCSi) = In(Rf) + 2:ST EPCS In(RS) is maxi-

. d h I J ' ) 
mIze , w ere n = PCSJ 

Proof: (1) Firstly, we prove the existence of 'Pi and Ii. 
Clearly, either RC Si i- 0 or RC Si = 0 holds. 

1) If RCSi i- 0, PTi cooperatively transmit with the 
secondary transmitters in RC Si using its pre-allocated chan
nel, e.g., Ci = k. Thus, by Eqs. (1)(2)(3)(6), we have 
Ji(Ci, PTi, PCSi) = In(min{ 'Pi'Yi�ft' 'Pi(1 - li)Rf2}) + 
'" 1 ( (1-<Pi)wj 1 (1 Pj 9·)) S· DSTjEPCSi n L,�l ailWI Og2 + N;J . mce we assume 
that the transmission power of all the users are constants RP 

d P 
, .1 

an Ri 2  are constants too. Then we observe that 'Pi'YiRfl and 
'Pi(1-,i)Rf2 are the increasing and decreasing functions of Ii 
respectively, thus In(min{ 'Pi'YiRfl' 'Pi (1 - li)RP }) achieves . .  

P 
. 2 

Its maxImum as 'Pi'YiRil = 'Pi(1 - li)Rf2' that is I = Ii = 

Rf2/(Rfl + Rf2)· For each �Tt in PCSi, for simplicity, we 
denote L,N Wj. 10g2(1 + PJN9 jj) by fJ· then we have f· = jJ=l azlWl 0 ' 't 

In(ri'PiRil) + 2:STjEPCSi In((1-'Pi)f3j). Note that it is a 
concave function with respect to 'Pi on 'Pi E (0, 1), Ji reaches 
its maximum In(ri'Pr Rfl) + 2:ST EPCS. In((1 -'P:)f)·) at 

N J '  'Pi = 'Pr = (2:1=1 ail)/(2:�1 ail + 1). 
2) If RCSi = 0, the primary transmitter does not cooperate 

with other secondary transmitters. Clearly, Ii = O. By Eqs. (4) 
and (6), if we denote 10g2(1 + Pfio�i) by a constant fi' we 
�a:e Ii = In('Pifi) + 2:STjEPCSi In((1-'Pi)fj). Obviously, 
It IS a concave function with respect to 'Pi on 'Pi E (0,1). As a 
result, Ii reaches its maximum In(fi{()*)+ "'ST In((1-.,... D jEPCSi 
'P:)fj) at 'Pi = 'Pr = (2:�1 ail)/(2:�1 ail + 1). 

Therefore, by 1) and 2), to maximize Ii. we have { 'Y. = 'Y* - � Irl· - * - L,f'-lail (RCS •. .../.. rII ) /' it - RP +RP' .,.., - 'Pi - "N . +1' r '/J 1.1 1.2 L.J l=.J ad 
Ii = 0, 'Pi = 'Pr = L,�I-la�l' (RCSi = 0) l=la."z 

Clearly, 'Pr are identical for both cases. 
(2) Then we describe the idea of the algorithm to find 

such RCSi that maximizes Ii- Note that if RCSi = 0, 
Rf(RCSi) RCS;=0='Pr fi. The idea behind the algorithm is try 
to find a non-empty set such that maxRf(RCSi)RCsd0 > 
'Prfi, otherwise (if we fail), let RCSi = 0. We first find a 
set PCS: = {STjIS Tj E PCSi,d(STj,PRi) < Dn, i.e., 
we filter out the secondary transmitters that is geographically 
unable to reach PRj. Then we observe that for each ST- in 
PCS:, if it is the first node that is added to RCSi, then

) 
we 

can calculate out Ri1. For any other ST,. in PCS' if gk > gk. 'p 'tl '1.1' 
STI can be added to RC Si without changing the value of Ri1. 
We thus add all the nodes with gfz > gfj to RC Si in order to 
maximize Ri 2. Thus RP(RCSi)RCS·-t.0 = 'P* RP RP /(RP + 

P ) * 'l.. • 'I., . . 'l.. 'l..1 '1. 2 '1.1 
Ri 2  = 'Pd(1/Ri1 + 1/Ri 2) IS maXImIzed. As a result 
we obtain a real cooperation set when gk. is fixed denoted 

k ') ' 
by RCSi(gij)' that maximizes Rf(RCSi(gt))RCSi#0. With 
the above method, we can find a total of IPCS:I differ
ent real cooperation sets and their corresponding maxima. 
If max{Rf(RCSi(gt))ISTj E PCSa > 'Prfi, then let 
RCSi = argmax{Rf(RCSi(gt))ISTj E PCSa, otherwise 
let RCSi = 0. Clearly, the algorithm takes at most O(n2) 
time, where n = IPCSil. 

Thus, Theorem 1 is proved by (1) and (2). • 
Theorem 2: Given the network potential cooperation matrix 

A and network channel allocation matrix e that satisfy con
straint (7)- (11), there exist A, �, and H, such that the objec
�ive �ct�on of JCA-CSP, i.e., 2:�11n(Rf) + 2:f"=11n(Rj), 
IS maxImIzed. 

Proof: By the definition of A and e, we can ob
tain PCSi and Ci for each PTi in PT. Note that for 
each PTi, by Theorem 1, RCSi, 'Pi, and Ii can be 
found such that Ii (Ci, PTi, PCSi) is maximized. Note that 
there are totally _ M primary transmitters, correspondingly, 
we can obtain A, �, and H, such that 2:� In(RP) + ",N M .-1 • 

Dj=11n(Rj) = 2:i=1 (In(Rf) + 2:ST EPCS In(RJS)) 
M J ' 2:i=1 Ji(Ci, PTi, PCSi) is maximized too. • 
Theorem 3: The JCA-CSP is NP-hard. 

Proof: To prove the NP-hardness of JCA-CSP, we begin 
by defining a decision problem corresponding to JCA-CSP, 
referred to as JCA-CSP', and then prove that JCA-CSP ' is NP
complete by reducing it to the 3-Dimensional Matching (3DM) 
problem, which is known to be NP-complete [5]. Therefore 
we can conclude that the optimization problem JCA-CSP is 
NP-hard. (1) JCA-CSP '. Denote by C, PT, and ST the set 
of the available channels, primary transmitters, and secondary 
transmitters, respectively, where M = IPTI = ICI < ISTI = 

N. We first partition ST into M disjoint subsets, denoted 
by ST(1), ST(2), . . .  , and ST(M). Then let A be a subset of 
C x PTx ST, which consists of triples (Xl, Yl, Zl), where Xl E 
C is a channel, Yl E PT is a primary transmitter, Zl C ST is 
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a subset of ST. For example, if Yl = PTi, then let Ci = Xl, 
and PCSi = Zl, by Theorem 1 we can define a function 
of for the triple as f'((Xl, Yl, Zl)) = maxh(Ci, PTi, PCSi), 
provided that PTi = Yl. JCA-CSP' determines whether there 
exists a three dimensional matching A' <:;;; A, such that IA'I = 

IMI, 2:['!1 f '((Xi, Yi, Zi)) ::::: A, where (Xi, Yi, Zi) E A', A is 
a given real number, meanwhile for any two distinct triples 
(Xl, YI, Zl) and (X2' Y2, Z2) in A', Xl =1= X2, YI =1= Y2, and 
Zl =1= Z2 must be met. (2) The 3DM problem. Let C, PT, and 
ST be finite, disjoint sets, where ICI = IPTI = ISTI = M. 
Let A be a subset of C x PT x ST, which consists of triples 
(Xl, Yl, Zl) such that Xl E C, Yl E PT, and Zl E ST. The 3DM 
problem determines whether there exists a three dimensional 
matching A' <:;;; A, such that IA'I = 1M I, and for any two 
distinct triples (Xl, YI, Zl) and (X2' Y2, Z2) in A', Xl =1= X2, 
YI =1= Y2, and Zl =1= Z2 must be met. (3) We finally reduce 
JCA-CSP' to the 3DM problem as follows. 1) Decrease the 
number of the nodes in ST to M, then in JCA-CSP', we have 
ICI = IPTI = ISTI = M. Since ISTI = M, the third part in 
the triple of JCA-CSP ' has only one element. 2) Eliminate the 
constraints to 2:['!1 f'((Xi, Yi, Zi)), i.e., let A = -00. We now 
have reduced JCA-CSP ' to the 3DM problem. Since the latter 
one is NP-complete, JCA-CSP' is NP-complete too. Thus its 
optimization problem JCA-CSP is NP-hard. • 

IV. CENTRALIZE GENE TIC ALGORI THM 

The Genetic Algorithm (GA) provides an efficient approach 
to solve the NP-hard problems [6], [7]. The standard GA 
is based on Darwinism where each possible solution of the 
optimization problem is modeled as an individual of a species 
that is characterized by its chromosome. A colony of indi
viduals is considered as a generation of the species in its 
evolutionary chain. The GA iteratively evolves its generation 
via three essential steps: (1) selecting genetically superior 
individuals as parents from the current generation, (2) mating 
them to produce their offspring, and (3) occasionally mutating 
the offspring to avoid falling into local optima. The superiority 
of an individual is measured by its fitness, which is usually a 
function of the objective to optimize. To solve the JCA-CSP, in 
this section, we are inspired to propose a Centralized Genetic 
Algorithm, which is referred to as eGA. 

Definition 2: Joint Chromosome, Colony. Denote by JC = 

[A, B]MX(N+I) a joint chromosome that uniquely character
izes an individual. As shown in Fig. 2, it is composed of 
two parts: the network potential cooperation matrix A = 

(a ij)MXN and a vector B = (f3i)Mx l, where B is the 
vector format of the network channel allocation matrix e = 

(()ik)MXM, Vi, k E [1, M], f3i = k iff ()ik = 1, f3i =1= k iff 
()ik = O. It is preferable to use the vector B instead of matrix 
e, since from the perspective of data structure, it is easier to 
deal with a vector rather than a matrix. In the following, for 
convenience, we use the term 'joint chromosome' instead of 
individual. Then a number of joint chromosomes can form a 
colony, denoted by CN. 

Definition 3 (Chromosome Mask): Initially, eGA has to 
generate an original colony that consists of several legal 

Potential Cooperation Matrix 

Fig. 2. A joint chromosome. 

joint chromosomes without violating the network topology. 
To do so, we define a Chromosome Mask, denoted by a 
binary matrix CM = (mij) M x N, to act as a pool to assist 
generating legal joint chromosomes, where mij = 1 on 
condition that the Euclidean distance between PTi and STj 
is no more than the maximum transmission radius of PTi, 
i.e., d(PTi, STj) ::::; Df, otherwise mij = O. In other words, 
mij = 1 indicates that STj is geographically qualified to use 
PT/s channel and can be added to PCSi. 

Definition 4 (Fitness function): To measure the superiority 
of a joint chromosome JC, by Theorems 1 and 2, we can 
define its fitness function as follows. 

F(JC) = F([A, B]) = L f'!l maxh(Ci, PTi, PCSi) 

= L f'!l (max(ln(Rf) + L STjEPCSi In(Rj))) 

We now present algorithm eGA, which comprises four steps. 
Step 1: Colony Initialization. Initially, we randomly 

generates an original colony C N that consists of Q joint 
chromosomes. If using the denotations in MATLAB, each 
JC = [A, B] in CN should satisfy the constraints as follows. 

1. BITAND(CM, A) = A 
2. SUM(A(i, :)) ::::: 1, Vi E [1, M] 
3. SUM(A(:, j)) = 1, Vj E [1, N] 
4. B(i) =1= B(k), Vi =1= k E [1, M] (15) 

Constraint (15)-1 guarantees that A does not violate the 
network topology, where function BITAND returns the bit
wise AND of CM and A. Constraints (15)-2,3,4 corresponds 
to constraints (8)-(11), where functions SUM(A(i, :)) and 
SUM(A(:, j)) return the sum of the ith column and the jth 
row of A, respectively, B(i) denotes the ith element in B. 

We now show how a joint chromosome that satisfies con
straint (15) can be generated. Note that we can easily obtain 
B of a JC by randomly permutating vector [1, 2, ··· , M]" 
which ensures that all the elements in B are distinct, so that 
constraint (15)-4 is met. However, it is no easy to obtain A of a 
J C that must satisfy constraints (15)-1,2,3 simultaneously. To 
do so, we devise an algorithm, which is described as follows. 
(1) Initially, let A be a zero matrix. We rank the columns in 
CM according to the total number of '1 's each column owns. 
Columns with more '1 's are assigned higher ranks. Then for 
each column ranked from the lowest to the highest in CM, we 
randomly find a position in this column that has an '1'. Then 
at the identical position in A, if there is no other' 1 's in the 
row to which this position belongs, we assign this position in 
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A an '1'. (2) Note that M rows in A are assigned' l's after the 
previous step, however, there are still N - M rows in A that 
remain un-assigned, i.e., are still zero vectors. According to the 
indexes of these rows in A, we can find N -M corresponding 
rows in CM. We then randomly choose a position that has an 
'1' in each of these N -M rows in CM. Finally, assume these 
positions in CM are chosen, we assign the identical chosen 
positions in A with '1 's, accordingly. 

Step 2: Protective Crossover. Then we use a protective 
crossover strategy for parent joint chromosomes in G N to 
generate their offspring. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 3, 
assume JC = [A, B] and JC' = [A', B' ] are now selected 
as parents. (1) We randomly select two rows in A and A' 
with identical index, e.g., L1, and then mat�g A and A' 
by exchanging these two rows. Denote by A and A' the 
result matrixes, we further check whether the result satisfy 
constraints (15)-2 and (15)-3. If the constraints are met, the 
crossover is allowed, otherwise A and A' maintain unchanged. 
(2) Similarly, we randomly select two elements in B and B' 
with identical index, e.g., L2, and exchange t!2.em at first. We 
observe that the result vectors, denoted by B and B', may 
violate constraint (15)-4, since there may exist two identical 
elements in each of theJE. We further perform a 'pr�tective 
crossover' operation for Band B', respectively. Take B as an 
example, iElx i- L2 E [1, M ] in B such that f3x�= f3�2 = f.l2, 
then let f3x = f3L2 = f.l1, so that the elements in B are distinct. 
As a result of (1) and (2), we obtain two offspring, denoted 
by JC = [A, B] and JC' = [A ', B' ]. By this strategy, we 
generate a new colony G N' that consists of 2Q offspring. 
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Fig. 3. Protective crossover for JC and JCl 
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Step 3: Protective Mutation. Next, we use a protective 
mutation strategy to mutate each offspring in GN'. Specifi
cally, for each offspring JC = [A, B] in GN', (1) we mutate 
each column in A with a probability Pm. If a column is 
chosen to mutate, we reassign the only '1' in this column 
to another position randomly. After performing mutation to 
all the columns, we further check whether the result matrix 
meets constraint (15). If so, the mutation to all the columns 
are allowed, otherwise A maintain unchanged. (2) As for B, 
we perform protective mutation for each of its element with 
Pm too. e.g., if f3y = f.l1 is chosen to mutate, then f3y is 
reassigned a value that is randomly drawn from [1, M ], e.g., 

we now have f3y = f.l2. The 'protective' means that if:3x i- y 
such that f3x = f.l2, then we let f3x = f.l1 so as to satisfy 
constraint (15)-4. By this strategy, all the offspring in G N' 
are mutated, as a result, we have a new colony GN". 

Step 4: Selection. Given colonies GN" and GN, i.e., 3Q 
joint chromosomes, we now select the best Q joint chromo
somes in terms of their fitness from GN" U GN. The chosen 
joint chromosomes then form an original colony for the next 
evolution process. We terminate the algorithm as the changing 
rate of the average fitness of all the joint chromosomes in 
the original colony becomes zero, otherwise go to Step 2 and 
continue the evolution process. 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In this section, we evaluate eGA against algorithm Brutal 
Search, referred to as BS. Above all, BS is described as 
follows. First, we partition ST (N secondary transmitters) into 
M disjoint sets. Denote by S(N, M) the total number of com
bination for such partition, which is also known as the Stirling 
number of the second kind [8] and can be iteratively calculated 
as S(N, M) = S(N -1, M -1)+MxS(N -1, M). By calcu
lation, we have S(N,M) = (l/M!)L::!I(-l)M-iGk(i)N. 
Then, match these M disjoint sets with M primary transmitters 
in PT, we obtain M!S(N, M) different matchings. Finally, 
match each of these matchings with M available channels, we 
finally have M!M!S(N, M) = M! L::!I (-l)M-iGk(i)N 
possible solutions for the optimization problem JCA-CSP. BS 
then checks these possible solutions one by one and selects an 
optimal joint chromosome that has the maximum fitness. The 
network size of a CCRN is defined by a triple N S(M, N, D), 
where M = IPTI, N = ISTI, and D is the maximum 
transmission radius of the user (assume identical for all users). 
For each topology under a given NS(M, N, D), we generate 
a uniform distribution for M primary transmitters and N 
secondary transmitters in a unit square region. For each trans
mitter, we randomly locate its corresponding receiver within 
the maximum transmission radius D. Vi E [1, M], Vj E [1, N ], 
we assume Pf INa = PJ INa = 10, the weight of STj, i.e., Wj, 
is randomly drawn from [1,10]. Furthermore gt = dij'l�tI2, 
where dij' is the path loss between PTi and STj with path 
loss exponent 'Y = 2, �t is a Gaussian random variable with 
normal distribution N(O, 1) [9]. The mutation probability in 
the eGA is Pm = 0.01, the number of joint chromosomes in 
the original colony is Q = 30. All simulations are done by 
using MATLAB. 

A. eGA vs. Brutal Search (BS) 
We begin the simulation by a demonstration, referred 

to as DEMO, to verify the correctness of eGA, in which 
we randomly generate a topology under the network size 
NS(4, 10,0.7). Fig. 4 is channel allocation and cooperation 
set partition result delivered by eGA, where the circle nodes 
denote the primary transmitters, the square ones denote the 
secondary transmitters, the numbers in the parenthesis are the 
channels that have been allocated to the primary transmitters 
whose identities numbers are inside the square brackets beside 
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The evolution process of eGA in DEMO. 

the parenthesis. For simplicity, we omit to display all the 
receivers. In addition, the dashed lines and solid lines indicate 
the potential and real cooperation relationships between the 
primary and secondary transmitters, respectively. The evolu
tion process is shown in Fig. 5, where eGA took 0.42s to 
conducted 20 rounds of evolution and finally converged to 
fitness 3.1787. DEMO verifies that eGA converges rapidly 
and can find a channel and cooperation set for each primary 
transmitter successfully. 

We then compare eGA with BS under different topolo
gies of various network sizes to verify the effectiveness of 
eGA. Specifically, we set the network sizes as N S( 4,8, 0.7), 
NS(4, 9, 0.7), NS(4, 10,0.7), and NS(4, 11,0.7), respec
tively. For each network size, 50 topologies are generated, and 
for each topology each algorithm runs 50 times, therefore the 
value shown in Fig. 6 is the mean of 2500 values. This figure 
shows that under the given networks, eGA performs as well 
as 92% of the optimal solution delivered by BS on average, 
meanwhile the average execution time of eGA is only 0.42s. 
The execution times of BS, however, is hundreds to thousands 
of seconds, and we omit to express them in the figure. 
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Fig. 6. The fitness and execution time delivered by eGA and BS under 
various small-scale networks. 

V I. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have studied the joint channel allocation 

and cooperation set partition problem in CCRNs. We formu
lated the problem as a 0-1 non-linear programming model. 
To solve this NP-hard problem, we proposed a suboptimal 
Centralized Genetic Algorithm (eGA). Extensive experiments 
by simulations demonstrated the correctness and effectiveness 
of eGA. It must be mentioned that the proposed algorithms 
can be extended to solve a generation of JCA-CSP problems 
in computer networks, wireless networks, and even in the real 
world, i.e., there are M tasks, N men, and M different kinds 
of tools, M < N. N men are partitioned into M disjoint 
groups, so that in each group, several men perform one task 
using a tool. The output of each group can be the linear or 
non-linear function of the men, the tool, and the task. The 
problem aims to find a men-task-tool matching, such that the 
sum of the output of all the groups is maximized. In future, we 
would like to devise the distributed algorithm for the problem 
so that it can be used in practical scenarios. 
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